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LOT #

2

ST. JUDE CHARITY LOT
Lot will be added prior to the auction and is sold to benefit St.
Jude's Children's Hospital.

11 VINTAGE FIRE KING JADEITE MIXING BOWL SET
Three piece jadeite nesting mixing bowl set in the "Swirl" pattern by
Fire King. Bowls measure 6", 7" and 8" in diameter.

3

ASPCA CHARITY LOT
Lot will be added prior to the auction and is sold to benefit the
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

4

VINTAGE TABLE LINENS -- CASA CHARITY LOT
Approximately ten vintage tablecloths in assorted shapes and sizes
-- several are embroidered. Lot is sold to benefit CASA for
Children.

12 PERSIMMON FIESTA WARE DISHES
Post-1986 Fiestaware includes a creamer & covered sugar bowl set
with under tray, five cups, six saucers, one coupe cereal bowl, and
a soup bowl with large rim.

5

6

VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN WALL POCKETS
Eight ceramic wall mounted vases ranging in size from 5-1/4" to
7-1/2" tall. Most are marked "Made in Japan." From the personal
collection of Carole Bess White, author of several collector's
guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot benefit Portland's Rain
of Glass.
VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN LUSTREWARE
Assorted hand-painted lusterware plates, bowls, sauce dishes,
butter pats, baskets, and more. The largest plates measure 8-1/2"
across. From the personal collection of Carole Bess White, author
of several collector's guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot
benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.

13 VINTAGE CENTERPIECE COMPOTE
Elegant centerpiece features a glass bowl supported by a brass
putto and adorned with hanging crystal prisms. It stands 13" tall x
12" across.
14 VINTAGE FENTON GLASSWARE
Includes a French opalescent "Water Lily" console set, lime sherbet
satin glass cupped bowl & ashtray in the "Water Lily" pattern,
cranberry opalescent hobnail miniature vase, and a blue opalescent
hobnail individual open sugar bowl. The pedestal bowl measures 8"
tall x 10" across.
15 MID-CENTURY HULL POTTERY
Five pieces of vintage Hull pottery including "Royal Woodland"
mottled pink & black trophy vase, giraffe planter, "Parchment &
Pine" console bowl, pink & white planter, and a figural leaf dish.
The vase stands 11" tall and the leaf measures 13" long.

7

VINTAGE FENTON CUSTARD SATIN GLASSWARE
Four pieces of 1970s Fenton glassware in custard satin including a
"Pinwheel" compote and candlesticks & cupped bowl in the "Water
Lily" pattern. The largest piece measures 10" across.

8

FENTON "WATER LILY" BLUE IRIDESCENT
GLASSWARE
Includes a pair of candlesticks and a pair of cachepot planters. The
jardinieres stand 5-1/4" tall.

16 ASSORTED VINTAGE BAR WARE
Assorted cocktail glassware and bar accessories including ice
bucket, shaker, pitcher with two matching glasses, jigger, tongs,
bartender's recipe guides, picks, a set of 8 snack plates with
matching cocktail glasses, and more. The pitcher stands 8" tall.
From the personal collection of Carole Bess White, author of
several collector's guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot
benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.

9

VINTAGE TOM & JERRY SET
Set consists of a large Homer Laughlin Tom & Jerry punch bowl
and 17 mugs (one set of 12 plus a second set of 5 cups). The bowl
measures 9-1/2" across.

17 VINTAGE STONEWARE POTTERY
Includes an Arawak Curacao cookie jar, two creamers & sugar
bowl, an Earth Stone garlic keeper, and a Cascadia stoneware
soup mug. The largest piece stands 10" tall.

10 ELEGANT DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE
Includes three ice buckets and an unusual triangular ashtray. The
larger pieces stand 6" tall. From the personal collection of Carole
Bess White, author of several collector's guides. All proceeds from
the sale of this lot benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.

18 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN CERAMIC SMOKING SETS
Nine smoking accessories including humidors, pipe rests, cigarette
vases, ashtrays, and match holders. Most are marked Made in
Japan. From the personal collection of Carole Bess White, author
of several collector's guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot
benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.
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19 ASSORTED VINTAGE TABLE LINENS
Includes a white 70" x 68" square tablecloth; 70" long taupe tatted
cloth with 6 matching napkins; 34" x 36" square; and 114" long
white tablecloth with taupe embroidered flowers and 12 matching
napkins. Some pinhead size spots, otherwise in very nice overall
condition.
20 ANTIQUE FLOW BLUE CHINA
Includes a platter and a covered vegetable bowl. The platter
measures 13-1/2" long x 11" wide. The bowl has a hairline crack
and a chip repair under the lid.
21 FOUR VICTORIAN NODDING CHINA DOLLS
Includes four antique china nodding figures in robes. Each
measures approximately 7" tall. All appear to be in nice overall
condition.
22 ASSORTED FINE CHINA & MORE
Includes a pair of floral Minton demitasse cups & saucers, two
Limoges demitasse cups & saucers, a Limoges trinket box, a black
lacquer trinket box made in the USSR, and a figural ceramic jar by
local Oregon artist, Nancy Y. Adams. The pear measures 8" tall.
23 VICTORIAN ART GLASS VASES
Two antique satin glass vases with hand-enameled decoration
including a yellow to white vase with diamond-quilted pattern and a
pink egg-shaped vase with applied frosted leaf feet. The larger
piece stands 7-1/2" tall.

LOT #
30 HAND-PAINTED ASIAN SCROLL
Scroll depicts a rising sun over water and is character signed. It
measures 51-1/2" long x 21-1/2" wide. Scroll has separated from
the dowels at the top and bottom.
31 THREE VINTAGE HULL POTTERY VASES
Three Hull Pottery vases in pink & blue including a 10-1/2"
"Magnolia" vase, a "Tulip" bud vase, and a double-handled "Orchid"
vase.
32 THREE HULL POTTERY "WILDFLOWER" VASES
Three "Wildflower" vases in yellow & brown including an 8-1/2"
double handled vase with original factory sticker, an 8-1/2"
cornucopia vase, and a 7-1/2" cornucopia vase. The handled vase
has two rim chips.
33 PAIR OF CHINESE LIDDED GINGER JARS
Both jars depict the same bird motif and stand 10" tall.
34 ASSORTED NIPPON PORCELAIN
Six pieces of hand-painted Nippon china including a covered
dragonware jar with two matching vases, tea caddy, and two
additional vases. Most are marked, some with characters. Pieces
range from 5" to 9-1/2" tall.
35 ASSORTED ANTIQUE JAPANESE DRAGON WARE
Twelve pieces of assorted dragon ware including a vase, sugar
bowls, creamers, incense burner, cups & saucers, and more.
Pieces range from 2" to 7-1/2" tall.

24 VICTORIAN ART GLASS
Three pieces of antique art glass including an amberina rose bowl
and two rubina verde vases, both with ruffled rim. Vases range
from 2-1/2" to 5-1/2" tall.

36 ASSORTED ASIAN DECORATIVE COLLECTIBLES
Includes a faux ivory letter opener, Homco porcelain geisha statue,
faux ivory Guanyin figure, glass flowering jade plant, and a ceramic
elephant. The tallest piece stands 12" tall.

25 ASSORTED ANTIQUE GLASSWARE
Includes two cranberry sugar shakers, white satin glass rose bowl,
ruby flashed serving bowl, and a hand-enameled cobalt carnival
glass tumbler. The fruit bowl measures 7-1/2" square.

37 VINTAGE MAJOLICA WALL POCKETS
Pair of figural pottery wall pockets in the form of bok choy Chinese
cabbage. Neither appears to be marked. Each measures 7-1/2" tall.

26 ASSORTED GLASSWARE
Includes two pieces of Fenton chocolate glass in a cactus pattern;
a creamer, covered sugar & spooner set in "Drape & Tassel" by
National Glass; a pitcher with a paneled whirling star pattern; and a
4-piece children's toy tea set with miniature creamer, sugar,
spooner, and round butter dish. The largest piece stands 9-1/4" tall.
27 VICTORIAN ART GLASS BERRY SET
Set consists of a master serving bowl and four individual fruit bowls
-- all with the same amethyst starburst design at the bottom and
gold rims.
28 TWO HULL POTTERY "WATERLILY" VASES
Two "Water Lily" vases in apricot & walnut including L-4 and L-6.
Both stand 6-1/2" tall.
29 ANTIQUE ROSE MEDALLION CHINA
Includes an oval covered vegetable dish, teapot, two cups, round
serving bowl, and a 10" round platter. Most pieces bear maker's
marks, some with characters.

38 ASSORTED NIPPON CHINA
Assorted hand-painted porcelain including bowls, cups, saucers,
sauce dishes, humidor, and more. Most pieces are marked Nippon
or Made in Japan.
39 VINTAGE IRONSTONE CHINA
Three pieces of blue & white china including an antique unmarked
covered serving dish, Staffordshire trinket box, and a bird figurine.
40 VINTAGE HAND-PAINTED JAPANESE CHINA
Includes a teapot, sugar bowl, creamer, and 6 dessert dishes with
a scenic pattern; two sake carafes with five matching cups in a
floral motif; and five additional sake cups decorated with dragons.
41 THREE ANTIQUE ASIAN VASES
Three hand-painted Asian ceramics including a Moriage Nippon
vase, a Chinese vase decorated with lotus flowers and foo dog
handles, and a Chinese vase with a floral and bird motif. All three
bear maker's marks and they stand approximately 14-1/2" tall.
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42 VINTAGE THAI BRONZE FLATWARE
Complete stainless nickel bronze flatware service for eight from
Thai Bronzeware Manufacturer Co. in Thailand. Each utensil in the
100 piece set features a solid bronze bamboo style handle.
Includes 8 salad forks, 8 dinner forks, 8 dessert/ luncheon forks, 8
tea/cake forks, 8 dinner knives, 8 steak knives, 8 butter spreaders,
8 dinner spoons, 8 iced tea spoons, 8 teaspoons, 8 demitasse
spoons, and 12 serving utensils. Set comes in the original
velvet-lined chest measuring 18" long x 15" wide.
43 ASSORTED VINTAGE VASES
Six assorted vases including a pair of unmarked purple lustre ware
vases with floral decoration, a rust colored vase made in Occupied
Japan, Bavarian vase with a geisha, large cloisonne vase, and a
black sgraffito vase. Vases range from 5" to 10" tall.
44 VINTAGE HAND-PAINTED ASIAN CHINA
Includes a covered jar with Asian figures, Nippon lustreware vase &
shallow bowl with floral decoration, and an Imari bowl with
character marks. The largest piece measures 10" across.
45 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN INCENSE BURNERS
Twelve ceramic Asian people figural incense burner ranging in size
from 4" to 6" tall. Most are marked Made in Japan. From the
personal collection of Carole Bess White, author of several
collector's guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot benefit
Portland's Rain of Glass.
46 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN CIGARETTE BOXES &
ASHTRAYS
Assorted ceramic cigarette boxes and ashtrays. Includes both
"Made in Japan" and "Made in Czecho-Slovakia" maker's marks.
From the personal collection of Carole Bess White, author of
several collector's guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot
benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.
47 VINTAGE JAPANESE GEISHA DOLL
Case measures 21-1/4" tall x 12-1/4" wide x 10-1/4" deep.
48 TOKURIKI TOMIKICHIRO JAPANESE WOODBLOCK
PRINTS
Five woodblock prints from the series "Hanga Kyoraku Jyu-go Kei"
("Fifteen Views of Kyoto") by artist Tokuriki Tomikichiro
(1902-1999). Includes Heian Shrine, Maple Trees of Takao in Fall,
Yasaka Shrine in Spring, Kiyomizu Temple, and Toji Pagoda. Each
measures 16" x 14-1/2" with frame.

LOT #
51 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN LUSTREWARE CONDIMENT
SETS
Includes eight complete sets and two partial sets of Japan
lusterware condiment sets. The largest set features pig with cruets
measuring 6" tall. From the personal collection of Carole Bess
White, author of several collector's guides. All proceeds from the
sale of this lot benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.
52 US MINT FRANKLIN HALF DOLLARS
28 Benjamin Franklin 50¢ coins struck in 90% silver including one
1950, three 1951, five 1952, one 1953, one 1955, six 1958, one
1959, one 1960, two 1962, and seven 1963.
53 US MINT FRANKLIN HALF DOLLARS
30 Benjamin Franklin 50¢ coins struck in 90% silver including six
1959, four 1960, five 1961, five 1962, and ten 1963.
54 US MINT SILVER WALKING LIBERTY HALF DOLLAR
COINS
Created by A.A. Weinman and struck in .900 silver, the coin
depicts a graceful Lady Liberty advancing toward the dawn of a
new day. On the reverse is a bold and protective American eagle
with wings raised but not extended. Twenty 50¢ coins including one
1935, one 1940, three 1941, four 1942, four 1943, three 1944, two
1945, one 1946, and one 1947.
55 US MINT JOHN F. KENNEDY SILVER HALF DOLLAR
COINS
49 50¢ coins including two 90% silver 1964 half dollars plus three
1965, six 1966, sixteen 1967, and twenty-two 1968 40% silver half
dollars.
56 US MINT FRANKLIN HALF DOLLARS
Eleven Benjamin Franklin 50¢ coins struck in 90% silver including
one 1951, seven 1954, and three 1957
57 US MINT JOHN F. KENNEDY SILVER HALF DOLLAR
COINS
Seventeen 50¢ coins including one 90% silver 1964 half dollar plus
one 1967, one 1968, and fourteen 1969 40% silver half dollars.
58 1902 US MINT SILVER BARBER HALF DOLLAR
1902-S (no mint mark) 50¢ coin struck in .900 silver with a Liberty
head on the obverse and heraldic American eagle shown on the
reverse.

49 VINTAGE CHINESE FIGURINES
Five Asian figures including a pair of women, a blue & white
ceramic statue, a musician, and a Chinese porcelain pillow baby.
Most are marked Made in China and the largest stands 15-1/2" tall.

59 US MINT WASHINGTON SILVER QUARTERS
52 Washington 25¢ coins struck in 90% silver including five 1934,
four 1935, three 1936, two 1937, one 1938, five 1939, one 1940,
three 1942, two 1943, one 1944, one 1945, five 1946, one 1947,
two 1948, one 1950, one 1951, two 1952, three 1954, four 1957,
three 1958, and three 1959.

50 ASSORTED JAPANESE CERAMICS
Includes three plates, a vase, bowl, and basket. The bowl
measures 10" across and the vase stands 7-1/2" tall.

60 US MINT WASHINGTON SILVER QUARTERS
48 Washington 25¢ coins struck in 90% silver including four 1960,
four 1961, three 1962, seven 1963, and thirty 1964.
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61 1964 US MINT WASHINGTON SILVER QUARTERS
$10 roll of 1964 Washington quarter dollar coins struck in 90%
silver.

73 1972 EISENHOWER DOLLAR COINS
Eleven 1972 Ike $1 coins including both Philadelphia and Denver
mint marks.

62 1964 US MINT WASHINGTON SILVER QUARTERS
$10 roll of 1964 Washington quarter dollar coins struck in 90%
silver.

74 TWELVE 1957-A $1 SILVER CERTIFICATES
Twelve blue seal series 1957-A one dollar bills including one star
note.

63 1964 US MINT WASHINGTON SILVER QUARTERS
$10 roll of 1964 Washington quarter dollar coins struck in 90%
silver.

75 EIGHT 1935 $1 SILVER CERTIFICATES
Eight blue seal one dollar notes including five series 1935-E, two
1935-F, and one 1935-D. Some with repeating or high serial
numbers.

64 1964 US MINT WASHINGTON SILVER QUARTERS
$10 roll of 1964 Washington quarter dollar coins struck in 90%
silver.
65 1963 US MINT WASHINGTON SILVER QUARTERS
$10 roll of 1963 Washington quarter dollar coins struck in 90%
silver.
66 1964 US MINT WASHINGTON SILVER QUARTERS
$10 roll of 1964 Washington quarter dollar coins struck in 90%
silver.
67 US MINT ROOSEVELT DIMES
106 Roosevelt 10¢ coins struck in 90% silver including one 1947,
twelve 1960, eight 1961, nineteen 1962, twenty-one 1963, and
forty-five 1964.
68 US MINT MERCURY DIMES
Nineteen Mercury 10¢ coins struck in 90% silver including one
1920, one 1926, one 1929, one 1937, two 1942, three 1943, six
1944, three 1945, and one with a date that is indiscernible.
69 US MINT BUFFALO NICKELS
91 Indian head or buffalo nickel 5¢ coins including one 1915, one
1919, three 1920, one 1924, one 1925, one 1926, one 1927, four
1928, three 1929, four 1930,one 1934, six 1935, ten 1936, twelve
1937, one 1938, and 41 with indecipherable dates.
70 US MINT WHEAT PENNIES
Approximately 900 wheat pennies with San Francisco mint marks,
bundled in eighteen 50 cent rolls. Each roll is labeled including one
1940-S, two 1942-S, three 1943-S (steel), three 1947-S, two
1948-S, three 1949-S, one 1951-S, one 1952-S, one 1953-S, and
one 1954-S.
71 US MINT WHEAT PENNIES
Approximately 700 wheat pennies bundled in fourteen 50 cent rolls.
Coins date from 1910 to 1945.
72 US MINT WHEAT PENNIES
Approximately 650 wheat pennies bundled in thirteen 50 cent rolls.
Each roll is labeled including four 1951-S, one 1951-1954, three
1954-S, one 1955-S, one 1955-on, one 1954-1955, one 1957-D,
and one 1958-D. Lot also includes two rolls of 1959 Lincoln
pennies.

76 FOUR 1957 $1 SILVER CERTIFICATES
Four blue seal one dollar notes including three series 1957 and one
1957-B.
77 ANTIQUE FOREIGN COINS
35 antique & vintage coins from various countries around the world
including Burundi (1965), Germany (1924, 1973), Portugal (1940),
Netherlands (1968), Lebanon (1952), Sweden (1907), China, Iraq
(1938), Japan (1908, 1916, 1960), Philippines (1917), Columbia
(1965), Morocco (1969), Rhodesia & Nyasaland (1964), Brazil
(1938), Russia (1876), Haiti (1908), Sweden (1881), Great Britain
(1888, 1945), Paraguay (1925), French Oceania (1952), Israel,
Costa Rica (1905), Hungary (1894), Panama (1929), Mexico
(1957), Luxembourg (1952), Laos (1952), Italy (1940), and Vietnam
(1966).
78 ASSORTED CANADIAN & OTHER FOREIGN COINS
Total face value of the Canadian coins is approximately $41 CAD.
Lot also includes a few British and other foreign coins.
79 WEIGHTED STERLING SILVER
Includes a pair of Fischer no. 358 candlesticks and a Towle
"French Provincial" compote. The compote stands 6" tall.
80 ANTIQUE STERLING SILVER VANITY SET
Three-piece Saart Bros. grooming set includes comb, brush, and
hand mirror -- all with sterling silver handles. The mirror measures
14" long.
81 ANTIQUE TABLE WARE
Includes a carving set with sterling handles, a bone handled fish
fork, Rogers Bros. silverplate shears, and an EAPG creamer &
sugar set with sterling silver base.
82 SILVERPLATE HOLLOW WARE
Includes a Meriden nut set with a master bowl and six individual
dishes and a pair of mussel eaters. The larger nut dish measures
5-1/2" square.
83 ASSORTED BEADED JEWELRY
Eighteen vintage beaded necklaces and one bracelet including
turquoise, wood, and other beads.
84 ANTIQUE CHINESE PAPERWEIGHTS
Three circa 1920s-1930s unmarked Chinese made glass
paperweights including a 1-1/4" tall cube form close pack millefiori,
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a 2-1/2" wide low dome closepack millefiori, and a 2-1/2" tall round
dome. Weights have a faint greenish tinge under UV light.
Paperweights appear to be in very nice overall condition.
85 ERIK PEDER BRAKKEN, SEATTLE ART GLASS
PAPERWEIGHT
Abstract 8" tall art glass paperweight, signed and dated 1999 by
listed artist, Erik Peder Brakken of Glasshouse Studio in Seattle
(born 1948). Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
86 MIKE WALLACE "UNDER THE SEA" PAPERWEIGHT
Contemporary paperweight by listed artist Mike Wallace from his
collection of Under the Sea art glass. Signed with catalog number
119888 on the bottom. Weight measures approximately 3-1/2" tall x
3-3/4" wide. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
87 PERTHSHIRE SCOTTISH VINTAGE PAPERWEIGHT
Vintage 1970s glass paperweight from Perthshire Creiff, Scotland.
It features fluted edges and Baccarat-style tightly-spaced star
canes, and signature cane. Weight bears the original tag on the
bottom and measures approximately 1-1/2" tall x 2-1/2" wide.
Paperweight appears to be in very nice overall condition.
88 ROLLIN KARG VINTAGE PAPERWEIGHT
Vintage 1980s round glass paperweight by listed artist Rollin Karg
features trapped air bubbles and graduated color scheme. It is
signed on the bottom and measures approximately 3" tall x 3"
across. Paperweight appears to be in very nice overall condition.
89 STEVE SMYERS VINTAGE PAPERWEIGHT
Vintage "Plume Feather" paperweight by listed artist Steve Smyers
features pulled white and orange glass. It is signed and dated 1980
and measures approximately 2-1/2" tall x 2-3/4" wide. Paperweight
has 2 small chips.
90 ELODIE HOLMES VINTAGE PAPERWEIGHT
Vintage glass dragonfly paperweight by Elodie Holmes features a
trick-of-light design wherein a second dragonfly will appear and
disappear within the yellow pool. It is signed and dated 1999 and
measures approximately 2-1/2" tall x 3" wide. Paperweight appears
to be in very nice overall condition.
91 FRATELLI TOSO & MURANO GLASS PAPERWEIGHTS
Includes a Fratelli Toso Murano glass egg weight (2-3/4") featuring
orange & white canes as well as a round Murano glass fish
aquarium weight (2-1/2" tall). Both retain their original tags.
Paperweights appear to be in very nice overall condition.
92 PAIR OF MURANO LATTICINO & RIBBON
PAPERWEIGHTS
Two round vintage Murano art glass paperweights featuring an
alternating latticino and twisted ribbon design. Neither appears to
be signed and both measure 2-1/2" tall. Paperweights appear to be
in very nice overall condition.

LOT #
93 ASSORTED GLASS PAPERWEIGHTS
Includes 16 glass and 2 lucite paperweights in a variety of styles -millefiori, floral, abstract, cube, round, egg and dome. None appear
to be signed. Paperweights appear to be in good overall condition
but at least four of them have chips around the pontil edges.
94 ASSORTED SIGNED ART GLASS PAPERWEIGHTS
Includes a mix of six vintage and contemporary glass paperweights
measuring 1" to 3" in height. Signatures include T.C. (2000); SDS
Seapoot Group, Elwood Ind. (1970s); C&C Glass, Maui (1998); and
possibly Hau Hanes (hard to discern). Paperweights appear to be
in very nice overall condition.
95 VINTAGE FRATELLI TOSO MURANO TEAPOT & EGG
Includes two vintage 1960s Fratelli Toso Murano millefiori pulled
cane technique clay paperweights -- 6" tall teapot and 3" egg. The
teapot bears the original foil sticker.
96 ASSORTED UNSIGNED GLASS PAPERWEIGHTS
Fifteen unsigned vintage and contemporary glass paperweights in
a variety of styles -- egg, dome, round -- and sizes ranging from
1-1/2" to 3" tall. They appear to be in very nice overall condition.
97 FIVE VINTAGE GLASS PAPERWEIGHTS
Five glass paperweights including an orange fleck Norleans Japan
egg (3"), artist signed purple fleck 1989 egg (3-1/2"), green sea
floor tall round made in India (2"), small blue swirl egg (2-1/2"), and
a large round blue swirl weight with indented smooth pontil (3-1/4").
They appear to be in very nice overall condition.
98 ASSORTED MURANO GLASS PAPERWEIGHTS &
OTHERS
Eight glass paperweights including two large round Murano
millefiori, two small round Murano millefiori, vintage Murano twisted
cane with aventurine (original foil sticker damaged), antique 1930s
Chinese brush rest, dark blue apple shape with rough pontil, and a
yellow calla lily design with indented rough pontil mark. They
appear to be in very nice overall condition.
99 VINTAGE ART GLASS FIGURINES
Includes 10" tall frosted glass Fostoria Madonna, 5-1/2" tall pink
frosted glass woodland bird with rough pontil, leaded black crystal
West German fox, and a Westmoreland milk glass pedestal with
green bird. They appear to be in very nice overall condition.
100 MID-CENTURY MODERN ART GLASS PAPERWEIGHTS
Four MCM inspired art glass paperweights including a 12" tall red
and millefiori vase (chips on the pontil), American Design Group
suspended black teardrop (6-1/2"), dark blue/green/yellow
suspended air bubble teardrop with smooth polished pontil, and a
blue/yellow spun bubble teardrop from American Design Group.
Weights appear to be in good overall condition.
101 ASSORTED VINTAGE GLASS FIGURE PAPERWEIGHTS
Eight vintage glass figural paperweights including a 5-1/2" Murano
duck (chipped nose), tiny apple, millefiori turtle, Lindshammar
dove, strawberry, red Murano dove, hand blown glass snail, and a
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glass ornament. Weights appear to be in good overall condition.
102 FOUR CONTEMPORARY SIGNED PAPERWEIGHTS
Includes a Joe Rice House of Glass short crimped glass weight
(3-3/4" wide), unsigned coral reef aquarium weight (3-1/4" tall),
Glass Eye Studio Nebula Millennium limited edition weight (333 of
1000), and a pink sea anemone egg signed and dated by Steve
Willis, 2000 (3-1/2" tall). They appear to be in very nice overall
condition.
103 MCM ELLIOTT'S OF NEWBURY TEAK CREDENZA
Vintage mid-century modern English teak and walnut credenza
from Elliott's of Newbury, England. Buffet features sliding cabinet
doors with interior shelves and center drawer storage. Cabinet
measures 30" tall x 87" wide x 18" deep. Appears to be in very nice
overall condition.
104 PAIR DANISH TEAK ROPE BOTTOM CHAIRS
Two vintage mid-century modern Danish teak dining chairs with
woven rope seats. Chairs measure 31" tall x 20" wide x 18" deep.
Both appear to be in very nice overall condition.
105 CASAMOTION "SKYLINE" GRAY PENDANT LIGHT
Contemporary hand blown smoke gray glass pendant is made by
Casamotion. It measures approximately 18" in overall height.
106 MCM DANISH TEAK COFFEE TABLE
Vintage two-drawer mid-century modern Danish teak coffee table
measures 17" tall x 36" wide x 18" deep. Appears to be in very nice
overall condition.
107 MCM STYLE BAMBOO NIGHTSTAND
New floor model bedside cabinet from Greenington Furniture
features bamboo construction, self closing silent drawer
mechanism, and black outer design. Nightstand measures 22" tall x
16" wide x 16" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
108 VINTAGE CEDAR-LINED OAK BLANKET CHEST
Small hand-crafted cedar trunk encased in oak. Chest measures
19" tall x 3" wide x 18" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall
condition.
109 MID CENTURY COILED ROPE BASKET
Vintage wrapped rope basket with lid measures approximately 22"
tall x 20" wide. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
110 MCM DANISH TEAK CREDENZA
Vintage mid-century modern Danish teak credenza features three
cabinets, two with interior shelves, and one column of drawers.
Buffet measures 28" tall x 78" wide x 18" deep. Appears to be in
very nice overall condition.
111 MCM WALNUT SIDE CHAIR
Vintage mid-century modern Danish walnut dining chair features
black leather-like patterned upholstery. Chair measures 37" tall x
19" wide x 22" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

LOT #
112 MCM ENGLISH WALNUT CREDENDA
Vintage mid-century modern English walnut sideboard features
accordion folding side cabinets with interior shelves and center
drawer space. Buffet measures 30" tall x 75" wide x 17" deep.
Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
113 NUTCRACKER TOY SOLDIER LIFE-SIZE FIGURE
Santa's toy soldier nutcracker Christmas statue has a wood look
and measures 6 ft. tall. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
114 VINTAGE NATIVITY SCENE BLOWMOLD SET
Lighted Christmas decorations include Mary, Joseph, Baby Jesus,
three Wise Men, and two barn animals. All pieces marked General
Foam Plastics Norfolk, VA. The tallest king measures 36" tall.
115 VINTAGE GLASS CAR CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
Nine car-shaped blown glass Christmas tree ornaments in the style
of Christopher Radko. They range from 4" to 7" long.
116 SANTA BEER BOOTS & DECOR PLATES
Includes two Royal Copenhagen blue & white Christmas collector's
plates and six glass boot beer mugs -- four Libbey of Canada
measuring 6-1/2" tall and two (slightly smaller) unmarked. Pieces
appear to be in very nice overall condition.
117 ASSORTED ANTIQUE MERCURY GLASS CHRISTMAS
ORNAMENTS
29 colorful mercury glass Christmas ornaments ranging from 2" to
9" tall.
118 ASSORTED VINTAGE CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS IN
BOXES
Includes two matching boxes of green ornaments, one 11" long
mercury glass spear ornament, a box of lights (untested), complete
set miniature gold mercury glass spheres and a box of gold lace
bells. They appear to be in very nice overall condition.
119 ASSORTED ANTIQUE MERCURY GLASS CHRISTMAS
ORNAMENTS
Includes several handmade German mercury glass beaded basket
ornaments, figural ornaments (baskets, lantern, musical
instruments and others), silver angel hair tinsel ornaments, and
some painted light bulbs. The largest piece is a German paper and
angel hair Santa measuring 7" tall.
120 VINTAGE PARAMOUNT BUBBLING LIGHTS
Includes ten "saucer" type bubble lights, one "oil lamp" style, and
one short spiked light. All in a vintage Paramount Bubbling Lights
box measuring 17" x 6-1/2". Untested.
121 VINTAGE AVON 1876 CAPE COD BOWLS
Circa late-1970s Avon 1876 Cape Cod ruby red glassware
including a pedestal candy dish, six berry bowls, an 8" serving
bowl, and four rim soup bowls. They appear to be in very nice
overall condition.
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122 VINTAGE AVON 1876 CAPE COD PLATES & MORE
Circa late-1970s Avon 1876 Cape Cod ruby red glassware
including a 13-1/2" oval platter, four dinner plates, four salad
plates, and four bread & butter plates. They appear to be in very
nice overall condition.
123 VINTAGE AVON 1876 CAPE COD SERVING DISHES
Circa late-1970s Avon 1876 Cape Cod ruby red glassware
including a pie plate with server, pedestal cake stand, two-tiered
serving tray. They appear to be in very nice overall condition.
124 VINTAGE AVON 1876 CAPE COD ACCESSORIES
Circa late-1970s Avon 1876 Cape Cod ruby red glassware
including four napkin rings, covered butter dish, gravy boat, cruet,
and salt & pepper shakers. They appear to be in very nice overall
condition.
125 VINTAGE AVON 1876 CAPE COD CANDLESTICKS &
MORE
Circa late-1970s Avon 1876 Cape Cod ruby red glassware
including a pair 9" candlesticks, a pair of shorter candle holders,
two bells, vase, and a hurricane lamp with globe. They appear to
be in very nice overall condition.
126 VINTAGE AVON 1876 CAPE COD PITCHER & GLASSES
Circa late-1970s Avon 1876 Cape Cod ruby red glassware
including a 46 oz. pitcher, four champagne glasses, four 12 oz.
tumblers, and four footed tumblers. They appear to be in very nice
overall condition.
127 VINTAGE AVON 1876 CAPE COD DECANTER &
STEMWARE
Circa late-1970s Avon 1876 Cape Cod ruby red glassware
including a decanter, four water goblets, four claret wine glasses,
and five wine glasses. The decanter stands 9-1/2" to the top of the
stopper. They appear to be in very nice overall condition.
128 VINTAGE AVON 1876 CAPE COD GLASSWARE
Includes Avon 1876 Cape Cod glass dinnerware pieces, circa late
1970s -- set of four 5" tall pedestal mugs, divided relish tray, cream
and open sugar bowl, four coffee cups and four saucers. They
appear to be in very nice overall condition.
129 19th C. INDUSTRIAL BRICK MOLD
19th century wood and steel industrial brick mold features seven
troughs with a stamp that reads, "DB Co." Mold measures 3" tall x
38" long x 7" wide. Shows wear consistent with age and use.
130 TWO ANTIQUE GERMAN SPRINGERLE COOKIE MOLDS
Two similar wooden German springerle biscuit cookie boards or
chocolate mold measuring 33" long and 5-1/2" wide. Both appear to
be in good overall condition.
131 ANTIQUE CAST IRON BOSTON TERRIER DOOR STOP
Antique cast iron Boston Terrier dog door stop retains most of its
paint and stands 10" tall. Appears to be in very nice overall
condition.

LOT #
132 1939 SINGER FEATHERWEIGHT SEWING MACHINE
Antique Singer Featherweight sewing machine features scrolled
faceplate and has a date code AF167578 indicating it was
produced in Elizabethport, New Jersey on February 15, 1939.
Comes with foot pedal, carrying case, and assorted attachments.
Finish is worn and motor runs very slow (but does not get hot).
133 1881 SINGER 12K FIDDLE BASE SEWING MACHINE
Antique Singer 12k fiddle base sewing machine features fantastic
original gold decals and original wooden storage box. Machine
comes with shuttle and one bobbin. Date code number 4,011,961
dates the machine to 1881. Oak box measures 11" tall x 18" wide x
11" deep. Clean and works very well! Only minor wear consistent
with age and use.
134 ANTIQUE SALESMAN SAMPLE COOK STOVE
Antique salesman sample size cast iron cook stove manufactured
by "Favorite Stove and Range Company 1930." It measures 27" tall
x 18" wide x 11" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
135 PRIMITIVE PIE SAFE WALL HANGING CABINET
Antique Douglas fir pie safe or canning cupboard hangs on the wall
and features two shelves and narrow drawer. Cabinet measures
30" tall x 15-1/2" wide x 10" deep.
136 PRIMITIVE SPONGE WARE BUTTER CROCK WITH LID
19th century stoneware butter or salt crock measures 4-1/2" tall x
8" across. It appears to be in good overall condition but does have
a chip along the bottom edge.
137 ANTIQUE WOODEN PIE CRATE
Pie carrier is stenciled "Return to Bradley's Pies, Inc. Portland,
Ore." It measures 17" tall x 19-1/2" wide x 10" deep.
138 PRIMITIVE 2 GALLON RED WING STONEWARE CROCK
Circa 1870s-80s Red Wing pottery crock features a stylized 2 with
Target motif. Crock measures 9-1/2" tall x 10" wide. Appears to be
in very nice overall condition.
139 PRIMITIVE 2 GALLON CHAS FISCHER STONEWARE
CROCK
Circa 1880 two gallon crock was manufactured by Chas Fischer in
Milwaukie, Oregon. It measures 9-1/2" tall and comes with 2 crock
lids. Some chips and there are at least two hairline fractures
starting at the rim. Found in N. Hubbard, OR.
140 PRIMITIVE 3 GALLON OREGON POTTERY STONEWARE
CROCK
Antique Portland, Oregon Pottery Co 3 gallon crock features lug
handles and an Albany slip glaze with blue cast. It is incised with a
3 and bears the oval maker's stamp. Crock measures 10" tall.
Some chips on the handles and interior rim. Out of the Taylor
home, the second oldest house in the Alsea area, on Fudge Road
(a white log house with rock chimney).
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141 PRIMITIVE 2 GALLON RED WING STONEWARE CROCK
Antique Red Wing pottery 2 gallon crock features stamped number
2 and 2" wide red wing mark. Crock measures 10" tall x 9-1/2"
across. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
142 PRIMITIVE 3 GALLON OREGON POTTERY STONEWARE
CROCK
Antique Portland, Oregon Pottery Co 3 gallon crock features lug
handles and natural crazing over a brown glaze. It is incised with a
3 and "OR PO Co." Crock measures 10-1/2" tall. Some chips on
the handles and there are at least two hairline fractures starting at
the rim.
143 PRIMITIVE 5 GALLON OREGON POTTERY STONEWARE
CROCK
Antique Portland, Oregon Pottery Co 5 gallon crock features lug
handles and is incised with a 5 and bears the oval maker's stamp.
It measures 11-1/2" tall. One handle is broken and there are at
least three hairline fractures starting at the rim.
144 PRIMITIVE 2 GALLON RED WING STONEWARE PICKLE
CROCK
Antique 5 gallon Red Wing pickle crock with bail handle and lid
features stamped number 5 and a 2" wide red wing mark. Crock
measures 16" tall x 12" across. Appears to be in very nice overall
condition.
145 PRIMITIVE 12 GALLON RED WING STONEWARE CROCK
Circa 1915 Red Wing Pottery 12 gallon crock features bail handles.
It is stamped number 12 with a 6" long red wing mark. Crock
measures 17" tall x 17" across. Missing one handle and has a
hairline fracture inside the bottom, but otherwise in very good
overall condition.
146 PREHISTORIC WILLAMETTE RIVER MAMMOTH BONES
40LBS
Approximately 40 pounds of ancient mammoth bones, discovered
in Oregon's Willamette River valley.
147 PREHISTORIC WILLAMETTE RIVER MAMMOTH BONES
20LBS
Approximately 20 pounds of ancient mammoth bones, discovered
in Oregon's Willamette River valley.
148 PREHISTORIC WILLAMETTE RIVER MAMMOTH BONES
30LBS
Approximately 30 pounds of ancient mammoth bones, discovered
in Oregon's Willamette River valley.
149 SONORA DESERT IRONWOOD MARINE SCULPTURES
Two carved ironwood whales & one fish handcrafted from fallen
branches found in the Southwestern US and Northern Mexico. The
larger whale is signed "Manuel G.A." and stands 4-1/2" tall x 15"
long.

LOT #
150 SONORA DESERT IRONWOOD ELEPHANT SEAL
SCULPTURE
Carved ironwood elephant seal was handcrafted from fallen
branches found in the Southwestern US and Northern Mexico.
Figure is signed "Ramon D.C." and stands 6-1/2" tall x 12" long.
151 SONORA DESERT IRONWOOD BIRD SCULPTURES
Two carved ironwood birds handcrafted from fallen branches found
in the Southwestern US and Northern Mexico. The shorebird
stands 7" tall and the duck measures 9" long.
152 SONORA DESERT IRONWOOD RHINO SCULPTURE
Carved ironwood rhinoceros was handcrafted from fallen branches
found in the Southwestern US and Northern Mexico. Figure does
not appear to be signed and stands 6" tall x 10" long.
153 SONORA DESERT IRONWOOD SQUIRREL SCULPTURE
Carved ironwood squirrel is handcrafted from fallen branches found
in the Southwestern US and Northern Mexico. Signed illegibly.
Stands 7" tall.
154 SONORA DESERT IRONWOOD BIRD SCULPTURES
Four carved ironwood birds handcrafted from fallen branches found
in the Southwestern US and Northern Mexico. The smallest is
signed MBCH and the figures range from 4" to 11" tall.
155 SONORA DESERT IRONWOOD SCULPTURES
Carved ironwood seal and penguin handcrafted from fallen
branches found in the Southwestern US and Northern Mexico.
Neither appears to be signed and both stand 9-1/2" tall.
156 SONORA DESERT IRONWOOD OWL SCULPTURES
Carved ironwood owls are handcrafted from fallen branches found
in the Southwestern US and Northern Mexico. Neither appears to
be signed and the larger figure stands 12" tall.
157 SONORA DESERT IRONWOOD DOLPHIN SCULPTURES
Carved ironwood dolphins were handcrafted from fallen branches
found in the Southwestern US and Northern Mexico. The larger
figure is signed Ricky Glo and stands 16" tall.
158 SONORA DESERT IRONWOOD SAILFISH SCULPTURE
Carved ironwood sailfish was handcrafted from fallen branches
found in the Southwestern US and Northern Mexico. Figure does
not appear to be signed and stands 16" tall x 6" wide.
159 ANTIQUE OAK ICE BOX
Ice box features a lift top, single lower cabinet, and retains the
original galvanized tin interior. It stands 41" tall x 24" wide x 14"
deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.
160 ANTIQUE MYERS BROS CAST IRON WINDMILL WATER
PUMP
Antique early 1900s windmill powered cast iron well pump from
F.E. Myers & Bros, Ashland, OK. Pump stands 58" tall when
mounted on the ground. Shows wear consistent with age and use.
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161 1947 MERLE BROWN PETROLEUM CALENDAR PAGE
Antique large 1947 December calendar page advertising Merle
Brown distributor of General Petroleum Products. Poster measures
47" x 35" Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
162 ANTIQUE OAK RAILROAD STATION DESK
Antique quarter sawn oak railroad desk features three piece design
-- two columns of drawers and a slanted desktop with overhead
shelf. Desk measures 56" tall x 72" wide x 27" deep. Disassembles
into three pieces for easy transport. Appears to be in very nice
overall condition.

LOT #
171 ANTIQUE DOUBLE DROP LEAF TABLE
Table top features incised decoration, rectangular shape with
patterned ends, and an ogee edge. It measures 30" tall x 36" long x
19" wide with the leaves down. Table can extend to 47" long with
both sides raised. Appears to be in good overall condition with
wear to the top.
172 MONARCH PIANO WITH BENCH
Monarch walnut player piano is serial # 147853 and comes with
bench. Piano has loose gaskets and is hard to pump, but plays
manually.

163 PRIMITIVE WOODEN BARREL BUTTER CHURN
Antique table top butter churn was manufactured by RCW in
Richmond, VA. It features metal strapping and a wood crank
handle. Churn measures 16" tall x 13" wide.

173 ANTIQUE WALNUT PARLOR TABLE
Antique pedestal foyer table features floral inlaid design and carved
base. Table stands 30" tall x 47" wide x 28" deep. Appears to be in
very nice overall condition.

164 ANTIQUE FIR CUPBOARD
Small antique pie safe features two fixed shelves. The doors
contain no glass or screen. Cabinet measures 50" tall x 33" wide x
13" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

174 VINTAGE NEEDLEPOINT LADIES CHAIR
Vintage painted mahogany ladies parlor chair features burgundy
petit point floral upholstery and carved floral motif. Chair measures
40" tall x 22" wide x 24" deep.

165 ANTIQUE WALNUT CORNER CABINET
Circa 1880s walnut corner cupboard features original glass panes,
a painted interior with three fixed shelves, and a single shelf inside
the lower cabinet. Cupboard stands 85" tall x 44" wide x 27" deep.
Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

175 STAINED GLASS WISTERIA LAMP
Contemporary cast metal table lamp with triple socket features a
beautiful stained glass dome shade with a wisteria motif. Lamp
stands 21" tall x 21" wide. Appears to be in very nice overall
condition.

166 ANTIQUE TULIP APPLIQUE QUILT
Quilt is hand-pieced with both machine and hand-stitching and has
little to no batting. It measures 88" long x 77" wide. Appears to be
in good overall condition with some staining.

176 VINTAGE GLASS BALL & CLAW PARLOR TABLE
Round oak parlor table features barley twist legs and brass and
glass ball and claw feet. Table measures 29" tall x 23" diameter at
the base.

167 PRIMITIVE CEDAR DROP LEAF KITCHEN TABLE
Antique drop leaf cedar dining table measures 28-1/2" tall x 42"
wide x 21" deep with the leaves down. The table can extend to 42"
square with both sides raised. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

177 BEN FRANKLIN VIOLA DE GAMBA OAK CHAIR
Vintage oak rocking chair features carved depiction of Benjamin
Franklin playing his viola da gamba. Rocker measures 34" tall x 24"
wide x 31" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

168 PRIMITIVE KITCHEN CUPBOARD WITH BINS
Antique Douglas fir cabinet features dove-tailed construction and a
three-compartment dry goods bin below a hutch with two fixed
shelves. Cabinet measures 81" tall x 39" wide x 24" deep.
Separates into two pieces for ease of transport. Appears to be in
very nice overall condition.
169 ANTIQUE OREGON FIR DINING TABLE
Square dining table opens to accommodate extensions though it
currently has none and features a 5th center leg for extra support.
Table measures 28-1/2" tall x 42" wide x 42" deep. Appears to be
in good overall condition.
170 FOUR PRESSED BACK OAK DINING CHAIRS
Includes a pair of arrow back chairs with solid seat and two single
spindle back chairs with caned seats. The largest chair stands
41-1/2" tall.

178 ANTIQUE ART DECO BRIDGE LAMP
Art Deco brass bridge lamp features decorative pierced and
scrolled footed design with barley twist post. Lamp stands 62" tall.
Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
179 W.S. CHIANG "SAILING JUNK" OIL PAINTING
Oil painting on canvas depicts an Asian sail boat at sea. It is
signed lower left by listed artist W.S. Chiang (Hong Kong, born
1933). Painting measures 30" x 24" and is mounted in a period
frame measuring 33" tall x 27" wide.
180 ANTIQUE CHEST OF DRAWERS WITH MIRROR
Antique walnut dresser features cheval mirror with beveled glass,
raised over a shelf with small drawers above a chest with three
spacious drawers on casters. Total height measures 68" tall x 39"
wide x 19" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
181 WILLIAM HENRY CHANDLER MOONLIT RIVER PASTEL
Pastel on board depicts a cabin on the bank of a moonlit river. It is
signed lower left by listed artist William Henry Chandler (New York,
1854 - 1928). Painting measures 16" x 20" and is mounted under
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glass in a frame measuring 21" tall x 25" wide. Appears to be in
very nice overall condition.
182 ANTIQUE DOUG FIR BACHELORS CHEST
Circa early-1900s Douglas fir chest of drawers features four
spacious drawers and stands on casters. Dresser measures 45" tall
x 39" wide x 20" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
183 VINTAGE MAHOGANY CORNER SHELVES
Corner display unit features beautiful fretwork and five fixed
shelves. It measures 56" tall x 18" wide x 13" deep. Appears to be
in very nice overall condition.
184 ANTIQUE WILD FLOWERS PAINTING
Circa mid-to-late 1800s painting of wild flowers appears to have
been painted on a piece of course woven wallpaper with original
block printing on the backside. Painting is unsigned and mounted
behind glass in a frame measuring 10-1/2" tall x 38" wide. Appears
to be in very nice overall condition.
185 VICTORIAN EASTLAKE MAPLE BED
Antique maple bed frame accommodates a full/double mattress.
Headboard measures 72" tall x 54" wide and the footboard stands
32" tall. Comes with original wooden slats and rails. Appears to be
in very nice overall condition.

LOT #
193 MID-CENTURY MODERN DANISH OAK CREDENZA
Vintage console storage cabinet stands on peg legs and features
two adjustable shelves behind two doors. It stands 31" tall x 39"
wide x 20" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
194 BILL MARLIEB "GIG HARBOR" ACRYLIC PAINTING
Original acrylic painting on canvas by local listed artist Bill Marlieb
(New York/Oregon, 1929-). It is signed lower right and signed &
titled "Impressions of Gig Harbor" verso. Painting measures 24" tall
x 30" wide.
195 MCM TEAK BOOKCASE
Vintage mid-century modern Danish teak bookcase features one
fixed shelf. Book shelf measures 35" tall x 32" wide x 13-1/2" deep.
Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
196 ANTIQUE MAHOGANY FEDERAL SECRETARY
Antique mahogany Federal style secretary features two adjustable
shelves behind glazed doors over a drop-front desktop with pigeon
hole organized space. The lower cabinet contains four drawers with
large ornate hardware. Separates into two pieces for ease of
transport and comes with a key. Total height measures 95" tall x
44" wide x 24" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

186 STAINED GLASS FIREPLACE SCREEN
Vintage stained glass folding fireplace screen measures 31" tall x
50" wide.

197 VINTAGE CUCKOO CLOCK
Vintage weight driven wooden cuckoo clock is marked "W.
Germany" and features a carved bird and oak leaf motif. It
measures approximately 10" tall x 7" wide. Clock appears to run.

187 VICTORIAN TABLE LAMP
Antique brass oil lamp features a hand-painted floral shade and
hanging prisms. It has been electrified and stands 36" to the top of
the chimney.

198 PRIMITIVE DROP LEAF CHERRY KITCHEN TABLE
Antique cherry drop leaf dining table measures 29" tall x 36" wide x
18" deep with the leaves down. The table can extend to 36" square
with both sides raised. Appears to be in good overall condition.

188 VICTORIAN EASTLAKE MAPLE VANITY DRESSER
Antique Eastlake spoon carved chest of drawers features a cheval
mirror and small stack of drawers on the side. Dresser measures
79" tall x 42" wide x 19" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall
condition.

199 ANTIQUE COUNTRY PINE CHEST OF DRAWERS
Antique pine dresser features two narrow drawers over two deep
drawers and bun feet. Chest has a soft blonde pine or cedar finish
and measures 37" tall x 41" wide x 20" deep. Appears to be in very
nice overall condition.

189 ANTIQUE MACEY 5-STACK LAWYER'S BOOKCASE
Antique oak Macey bookcase features five stacking sections with
ogee top and base. Stacking barrister's bookcase measures 70" tall
x 34" wide x 14" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

200 ANTIQUE GREEN VELVET PLATFORM ROCKING CHAIR
Circa 1880s walnut platform rocking chair features dusty apple
green antique velvet upholstery and porcelain casters. Rocker
stands 40" tall x 23" wide x 31" deep. Appears to be in good overall
condition.

190 ANTIQUE ART DECO ELECTRIC CANDELABRA
Art Deco brass and cast iron electric floor lamp features elegant
twin candelabra and stands 60" tall. Appears to be in very nice
overall condition.
191 ANTIQUE MAHOGANY HIGHBOY WITH MIRROR
Circa early-1900s chest of drawers features beveled glass cheval
mirror and seven drawers. Constructed of solid mahogany in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. Dresser stands 71" tall x 29" wide x 20" deep.
192 BILL MARLIEB UNTITLED ACRYLIC PAINTING
Original acrylic painting on canvas by local listed artist Bill Marlieb
(New York/Oregon, 1929-). It is signed lower right and verso.
Painting measures 24" tall x 30" wide.

201 VINTAGE ROYAL VIENNA PORCELAIN LAMP
Mid-century Royal Vienna porcelain lamp with romantic scene and
floral decoration. Lamp stands 33" tall and comes with a scalloped
silk shade.
202 ANTIQUE MAHOGANY BEDSIDE CABINET WITH
MARBLE TOP
Antique dark mahogany chamber cabinet features beveled Carrara
marble top over a narrow drawer and lower cabinet. Nightstand
measures 31" tall x 21" wide x 19" deep. Appears to be in very nice
overall condition.
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203 ANTIQUE WALNUT HOST CHAIR
Circa 1890s walnut arm chair features a newer caned seat and
back. It stands 42" tall x 22" wide x 26" deep. Appears to be in very
nice overall condition.

LOT #
214 VINTAGE TABLE TOP DRESS FORM
Female sewing mannequin is on a wooden stand and measures
42" tall.

204 ANTIQUE QUARTER SAWN OAK DROP FRONT DESK
Secretary features a slanted drop front, interior cubbies, and two
exterior drawers. Comes with the original key. Desk measures 41"
tall x 31" wide x 15" deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

215 MCM DANISH OAK BOOKCASE
Vintage mid-century modern oak low console cabinet was made in
Denmark. It features divided storage space and one shelf. Does
not come with sliding doors. Cabinet measures 25" tall x 35" wide
and 12" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

205 ANTIQUE WATER LILY DOUBLE GLOBE OIL LAMP
Antique double globe oil lamp features hand painted water lily
flower globe. Lamp stands 26" tall. Appears to be in very nice
overall condition.

216 ANTIQUE OAK WASH STAND
Commode features one wide drawer over two smaller drawers & a
side cupboard and paneled sides. It measures 29" tall x 32" wide x
18" deep. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

206 ANTIQUE MAHOGANY PARLOR TABLE
Antique side table is made of mahogany and features a single
dove-tailed drawer, knight in armor hardware, and lower shelf. It
measures 28" tall x 28" wide x 24" deep. Appears to be in nice
overall condition.

217 ANTIQUE FRENCH LOUIS XV BEDSIDE TABLE
Circa 1900 French Louis XV nightstand features a single drawer
over a porcelain-lined chamber cabinet, cabriole legs, and carved
accents. It stands 34" tall x 17" wide x 15" deep. Appears to be in
very nice overall condition.

207 VICTORIAN HANGING KEROSENE LAMP
Lamp has been electrified and features a brass body with floral
shade and hanging prisms. It measures approximately 36" tall x 15"
across. Appears to be in nice overall condition.

218 ANTIQUE WALNUT WORK TABLE
Antique painted walnut side table features a small drawer and
turned legs. It measures 27" tall x 21" square. Appears to be in
good overall condition.

208 PAIR MCM BLACK MOLDED PLASTIC DINING CHAIRS
Pair of vintage black mid-century modern molded plastic dining
chairs measures 35" tall x 18" wide x 20" deep. Shows some wear
on the seats, but otherwise appears to be in good overall condition.

219 ANTIQUE GLASS BALL & CLAW FOOT PIANO STOOL
Antique turn of the century piano stool has original glass ball and
claw feet. It is marked Chas. Parker Co, Meriden, CT under the
seat. Measures 14" wide and is adjustable in height.

209 SANTA BARBARA CERAMIC DESIGN ORCHID LAMP
Santa Barbara Ceramic Design hand painted pottery lamp features
purple orchids. Signed and dated SBCD MF 1981. Lamp measures
21" tall. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

220 ANTIQUE FARM HOUSE CHEST OF DRAWERS
Antique cedar or pine farmhouse dresser features two small
drawers over two wide drawers. It stands 31" tall x 32" wide x 18"
deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

210 MCM GUITAR PICK END TABLE
Vintage mid-century modern "guitar pick" triangular wooden end
table with lower shelf. Table measures 23" tall x 26" wide. Appears
to be in very nice overall condition.

221 ERIK LARSEN PARISIAN STEET SCENE OIL PAINTING
Oil painting on canvas depicts figures on a busy Paris street. It is
signed lower left by listed artist Erik Larsen (Denmark, 1902-1965).
Painting measures 26" x 22" and is mounted in a frame measuring
31" tall x 27" wide.

211 MCM FUR SIDE CHAIR
Contemporary mid-century modern style accent chair features
luxurious snow white faux fur upholstery and a steel metal leg
base. Chair measures 33" tall x 24" wide x 22" deep. Appears to be
in very nice overall condition.
212 ANTIQUE WOVEN MAHOGANY SIDE TABLE
Unusual antique oval mahogany table features woven or wrapped
mahogany design. It stands 28-1/2" tall x 27" wide x 20" deep.
Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
213 ANTIQUE MARBLE TOPPED NIGHT STAND
Circa 1900 oak bedside table features a white marble top, single
drawer, porcelain-lined cabinet, and lower shelf. It stands 32" tall x
17" wide x 15" deep.

222 SORENSEN POPPIES STILL LIFE OIL PAINTING
Oil painting on canvas depicts an arrangement of poppies. It is
signed lower right by listed artist Elage Bach Sorensen and is
dated '35. Painting measures 26-1/2" x 22" and is mounted in a
frame measuring 32" tall x 27-1/2" wide.
223 SET OF FOUR VINTAGE FRENCH DINING CHAIRS
Four vintage French floral dining chairs featuring mohair velvet
upholstery with nail head trim. Chairs measure 40" tall x 20" wide x
19" deep. They appear to be in very nice overall condition.
224 VINTAGE WALNUT MARBLED DINING TABLE
Vintage dining table with pedestal base features marbled walnut
top and ornate carvings. Table stands 31" tall x 68" long x 44" wide.
Minor veneer loss on top, but otherwise in very good overall
condition.
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225 EVERETT WOODSON BARN IN SNOWFALL OIL
PAINTING
Oil painting on canvas depicts a red barn surrounded by a snowy
landscape. It is signed lower right by listed artist Everett Woodson
(Missouri, born 1933). Painting measures 24" x 36" and is mounted
in a frame measuring 32" tall x 43 " wide.
226 W. CHAPMAN MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE OIL PAINTING
Oil painting on canvas depicts a scenic landscape with a waterfall
in the foreground and mountain in the background. It is signed
lower right W. Chapman. Painting measures 36" x 24" and is
mounted in a frame measuring 41" tall x 29" wide.

LOT #
234 PARIS STREET SCENE OIL PAINTING
Oil painting on canvas depicts a city street corner and does not
appear to be signed. It measures 8" x 10" and is mounted in a
frame measuring 13" tall x 15 " wide.
235 VINTAGE OAK FRAMED MIRROR
Mirror is mounted in an oak frame with gold accents and measures
24" tall x 28" wide.
236 VINTAGE OAK SCHOOL HOUSE DESK
Vintage oak school house work table features one narrow drawer
and a pull out writing board. Desk measures 27" tall x 33-1/2" wide
x 17-1/2" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

227 CIRCA 1950s DUNCAN PHYFE CHINA CABINET
Mahogany hutch features two shelves with plate grooves behind a
glazed door above a drawer and lower cabinet with shelf. The glass
door appears to once have had paneling. Cabinet measures 70" tall
x 44" wide x 18" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

237 ANTIQUE DROP LEAF OVAL KITCHEN TABLE
Antique walnut double drop leaf breakfast or game table measures
29" tall x 34" wide x 13" deep with the leaves down. Table can
extend to 50" long with both sides raised. Appears to be in very
nice overall condition.

228 JEANG VINEYARD OIL PAINTING
Oil painting on canvas depicts a vineyard overlooking a bay and is
signed lower left "Jeang." Artwork measures 23" x 35" and is
mounted in a frame measuring 26-1/2 " tall x 39" wide.

238 ANTIQUE PETITE ENTRY TABLE
Antique narrow mahogany entry table or vanity features a shabby
painted top and measures 30" tall x 7" wide x 13" deep. Appears to
be in good overall condition.

229 CIRCA 1950s DUNCAN PHYFE BUFFET
Mahogany sideboard features a center column of drawers flanked
by cabinets with shelves. Server measures 36" tall x 51" wide x 19"
deep. Shows wear in the finish, but otherwise appears to be in
good overall condition.

239 ANTIQUE IRON DOUBLE BED FRAME
Antique ivory painted cast iron full/double bed frame with brass
finials and matching painted iron side rails. The headboard
measures 58" tall x 53" wide and the footboard stands 42" tall.
Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

230 ANTIQUE CONTINENTAL LINEN CABINET
Antique English walnut wardrobe features beautiful diamond
pattern bookmatched door with three adjustable interion shelves
and a large lower drawer. Cupboard stands 77" tall x 36" wide x 22"
deep. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.

240 ANTIQUE STAINED GLASS WINDOW
Transom window features a tulip slag glass motif and a fir frame. It
measures 14" tall x 44" long. Some panes are cracked or missing.

231 1930s HENDRYX HAT BOX BIRD CAGE WITH STAND
Antique copper and glass Hendryx "hat box" bird cage with
matching copper bird cage hoop. Stand measures 67" tall. Appears
to be in very nice overall condition.
232 ROSENSTIELS TULIP ART PRINT
Contemporary artwork print is captioned, "Floral Captured III by
Georgie. Printed in Great Britain (c) 2006 Published by Felix
Rosenstiel's Widow & Son united in association with Phoenix Art
Group Inc. Phoenix AZ." Artwork is signed in print by Georgie and
mounted under glass in a frame measuring 39" tall x 34-1/2" wide.
Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
233 VINTAGE FRENCH PROVINCIAL DOUBLE DRESSER
Vintage French Provincial mahogany double chest of drawers
features eight spacious drawers and a time-worn finish. Dresser
measures 35" tall x 66" wide x 22" deep. Shows wear in the finish
and both toes are missing.

241 THREE TEXTURED GLASS WINDOW PANES
Includes three vintage textured glass window panes for use as
decorative glass in cabinet doors, partitions, backsplashes,
windows, and more. The glass features a silky swirling (almost
floral) pattern that gives a stylish accent to windows and cabinets
while adding privacy. Panes measure 14" x 33", 13-3/4" x 32-1/4"
and 13-3/4" x 31-1/4". Glass is uncolored and textured on one side,
the other side is flat. Each shows wear and chips on the corners.
242 VINTAGE TURKISH ANATOLIAN KILIM ACCENT RUG
Vintage mid-century Turkish Anatolian Kilim flat weave carpet
features many cultural symbols in a combination of brown, red,
orange and Earth tones. Rug measures 3'6" x 5'6". Appears to be
in nice overall condition.
243 ANTIQUE PERSIAN ACCENT RUG
Antique Persian wool accent carpet circa 1920s features strong
dark red color with a central ecru ground and blue accent. It
measures 4' 11" x 7' 7". Rug is threadbare and has several holes.
244 VINTAGE WALNUT COFFEE TABLE
Vintage oval walnut coffee table with pedestal base measures 18"
tall x 38" long x 34" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.
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245 ANTIQUE PORTLAND, OREGON STEAMER TRUNK
Antique black travel trunk from Multnomah Trunk & Bag Co.
features blue fabric lining. Laid down, the trunk makes a coffee
table measuring 13" tall x 36" long x 21" deep. Appears to be in
good overall condition.

254 PAIR OF WEBB MOTHER OF PEARL VASES
Two Victorian pink satin art glass vases. Both feature a square
crimped tops and are hand-enameled with floral & butterfly
decoration. One vase has a very faint Webb mark. Both stand
7-1/2" tall.

246 VINTAGE CHINESE ACCENT RUG
Small vintage Chinese inspired accent carpet features ivory ground
with navy and pastel floral decoration. Rug measures 3' 6" x 6'.
Shows wear.

255 VICTORIAN MOTHER OF PEARL GLASSWARE
Three antique pieces of satin glass including a diamond quilted
butterscotch vase, white herringbone ewer vase with applied gold
decoration, and white raindrop patterned vase attributed to Webb.
Pieces range from 6" to 8" tall.

247 ANTIQUE WALNUT TRESTLE TABLE
Circa early 1900s walnut entry table features trestle base with
rosette accents. Table measures 29-1/2" tall x 48" wide x 20" deep.
Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
248 ANTIQUE SQUARE OAK PARLOR TABLE
Antique oak side table features petite glass ball & claw feet. Table
measures 20-1/2" tall x 24" square. Appears to be in very nice
overall condition.
249 VICTORIAN MOTHER OF PEARL GLASSWARE
Five antique pieces of cranberry satin art glass including three
vases & a miniature cruet in a diamond quilted pattern and a
double-handled melon-lobed vase with a herringbone design. The
hand-enameled vase with dragonfly & wheat motif is attributed to
Webb and the smaller handled vase is believed to be Mt.
Washington. Pieces range from 3" to 7-1/2" tall.
250 VICTORIAN BLUERINA WATER SET
Antique art glass water set shades from cobalt blue to pale amber
in a thumbprint pattern. Includes a water pitcher with clear reeded
handle and a six matching tumblers. The pitcher stands 7" tall and
the drinking glasses are each 4" tall.
251 VICTORIAN MOTHER OF PEARL GLASSWARE
Three antique pieces of diamond quilted satin glass including a
vase & ewer in yellow and a melon-lobed apricot pitcher. Pieces
range from 5" to 7-1/2" tall. The butterscotch ewer is attributed to
Mt. Washington and has a 1/4" chunk missing from the thorn
handle.
252 LARGE SET OF ANTIQUE LIMOGES CHINA
Includes 9 salad plates, 7 dinner plates, 12 berry bowls, 10 soup
bowls, 6 bone dishes, 8 butter pats, 2 sauce dishes, 9 cups, 12
saucers, teapot, sugar, creamer, 15" oval platter (slightly different
pattern), 9" square cookie plate, 18" re ctangular platter, 12"
rectangular platters, two 10" relish dishes, 8-1/2" relish tray, two
covered vegetable dishes, a larger covered casserole, and a small
square covered dish. Lot also includes a Bavarian trivet in a similar
pink floral pattern. Many of the pieces are chipped or cracked.
253 VICTORIAN MOTHER OF PEARL GLASSWARE
Four antique pieces of blue satin glass including two vases in a
diamond quilted pattern and two with a raindrop design. The vase
with frosted handles is attributed to Mt. Washington. The largest
piece is hand-enameled and stands 10" tall.

256 VICTORIAN AMBERINA GLASSWARE
Five pieces of antique art glass shading from ruby to amber
including two tumblers, two small pitchers, and a large pitcher. The
largest stands 10" tall.
257 ROBERT EICKHOLT ART GLASS VASE
Original iridescent glass vase by listed artist Robert Eickholt is
signed and dated 1980. Vase measures 7" tall. Chipped on the
pontil.
258 VICTORIAN AMBERINA "DAISY & BUTTON" MILK
PITCHER
Three antique art glass pitchers shading from deep ruby to golden
amber in a "Daisy & Button" pattern. Each measures approximately
5" tall. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
259 ANTIQUE HEINTZ AND BRADLEY & HUBBARD
METALWARE
Includes an antique Heintz bronze candle stick with sterling silver
overlay and a Bradley & Hubbard brass Greek key candle holder
with handle. Both pieces measure 7" tall.
260 WALLY SCHWAB PACIFIC NW OREGON ART POTTERY
Original studio pottery bowl with a lid is signed by listed artist Wally
Schwab, Pacific NW Oregon. It measures 3" tall x 7" across.
Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
261 VICTORIAN AMBERINA CELERY VASES
Three antique art glass vases shading from deep ruby to golden
amber with an inverted diamond quilted pattern, square neck, and
scalloped rim. They are unmarked but attributed to New England
Glass Co. Each measures approximately 6-1/2" tall. All appear to
be in nice overall condition.
262 VINTAGE FRANCISCAN "APPLE" DISHES
Franciscan "Apple" earthenware dish set includes 12 dinner plates,
12 salad plates, 10 cups & saucers, creamer, covered sugar bowl,
round platter, and an oval platter. Sugar bowl has a chipped lid.
263 BERNARD HESLING VITREOUS ENAMEL "BIRDS"
ARTWORK
Original vitreous enamel on steel art plaque by listed artist Bernard
Hesling (Australia, 1905-1987). Artwork is signed, titled "Birds of
the Wilderness - Blythless and Cumbersum" and dated 1981. Plate
measures 23" across.
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264 BERNARD HESLING VITREOUS ENAMEL "CRICKET"
ARTWOR
Original vitreous enamel on steel art plaque by listed artist Bernard
Hesling (Australia, 1905-1987). Artwork depicts a game of cricket
and is signed. Plate measures 14-1/2" across.
265 BERNARD HESLING VITREOUS ENAMEL "FLORAL"
ARTWORK
Original vitreous enamel on steel art plaque by listed artist Bernard
Hesling (Australia, 1905-1987). Artwork is decorated with flowers
and fruit and is signed. Plate measures 11" across.
266 THOMAS HOLLAND "HAMMER THROW" SCULPTURE
Limited edition composite sculpture features the Olympic sport of
hammer throwing. It is signed and dated 1968 by listed artist
Thomas Holland (1917-2004). Sculpture is numbered 741/900 and
stands 13-1/2" tall. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
267 ANTIQUE VICTORIAN TRUNK
Antique black painted luggage with paper lined interior measures
21" tall x 28" wide x 17" deep. Appears to be in good overall
condition.
268 VICTORIAN WALNUT SIDE CHAIR
Chair features burl accents and needs a new seat cushion.
Appears to be in good overall condition.
269 TWO VINTAGE WOODEN NIGHT STANDS
Vintage night stands feature three drawers with fluted accents. It
measures 28" tall x 28" wide x 16" deep and appears to be in nice
overall condition.
270 ANTIQUE PRISCILLA SEWING CADDY
Wooden sewing cabinet features lift top storage. It has been
painted gray with distressed French stenciling. It measures 27" tall
x 15" long x 11" wide.
271 ANTIQUE OAK SIDE TABLE
Antique oak side table is made of oak and features barley twist
legs. It measures 29" tall x 24" wide x 18" deep. Appears to be in
nice overall condition with some signs of age.
272 SIDE TABLE WITH OAK WINE BARREL TOP
End table features an oak wine barrel top from the Gauthier Freres
winery in Menetou-Salon, France. It stands 23" tall x 22" across.
Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
273 ANTIQUE LYRE BASE SIDE TABLE
Victorian mahogany side table with harp style pedestal base. Table
stands 46" tall x 22" wide x 16" deep. Appears to be in very good
overall condition.
274 VINTAGE INDUSTRIAL METAL CABINET
Vintage painted two-door metal cabinet features original painted
finish and a twist lock center handle closure. Cabinet measures 28"
tall x 43" wide x 20" deep. Appears to be in good overall condition.

LOT #
275 FRAMED SCENIC ART PRINT
Print depicts a scenic valley and is matted and mounted in a frame
measuring 48" tall x 46" wide.
276 MID-CENTURY VANGUARD STUDIOS PAINTING
Oil painting on Masonite board is signed lower right Vanguard.
Painting measures 30" x 20" and is mounted in a period frame
measuring 34" tall x 24" wide.
277 MID-CENTURY VANGUARD STUDIOS PAINTING
Oil painting on Masonite board is signed lower right Vanguard.
Painting measures 30" x 20" and is mounted in a period frame
measuring 34" tall x 24" wide.
278 C. MARSHALL OIL PAINTING
Oil painting on canvas is signed lower left C. Marshall. Painting
measures 24" x 36" and is mounted in frame measuring 32" tall x
44" wide.
279 A. LYNTON SCENIC OIL PAINTING
Oil painting on canvas depicts a river landscape in autumn. It is
signed lower right A. Lynton. Painting measures 24" x 36" and is
mounted in frame measuring 30" tall x 42" wide. There is a 1"
horizontal tear in the canvas above the mountains in the upper left.
280 FRAMED SCENIC ART PRINT
Print depicts a Tuscan landscape and is matted and mounted in a
frame measuring 45" tall x 35" wide.
281 G. WILSON LANDSCAPE OIL PAINTING
Oil painting on canvas depicts a river landscape with rugged
mountains in the background. It is signed lower right G. Wilson.
Painting measures 24" x 36" and is mounted in frame measuring
32" tall x 44" wide.
282 KELLY MOUNTAIN LANDSCAPE OIL PAINTING
Oil painting on canvas depicts a river landscape with rugged
mountains in the background. It is signed lower right Kelly. Painting
measures 24" x 48" and is mounted in frame measuring 31" tall x
55" wide.
283 MARK HELIGER "STAR LAKES OVERVIEW"
PHOTOGRAPH
Framed color photograph depicts "Star Lakes Overview" in the
Sierra National Forest, California. It is signed and dated 2010 lower
right by photographer Mark Heliger (California, 1947-2019). Picture
measures 10-1/2" x 14-1/2" visible and is matted & mounted behind
glass in a frame measuring 20-1/2" tall x 25" wide.
284 ANTIQUE FRENCH 1867 ENGRAVING
Antique French engraving is dated 1867 and titled "La Fete Du
Bucentaure (Venise 1560) | Festa Del Bucinoro (Venezia 1560)."
Artwork is mounted behind glass in a frame measuring 37"tall x
43" wide. Shows discoloration consistent with age.
285 TWO BOXES OF 45 VINYL RECORDS
Two carrying cases containing well over three dozen vinyl 45 RPM
records from the 1960s-1980s. Shows wear consistent with age
and use.
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286 ASSORTED 1960s-1980s VINYL RECORDS
Over three dozen vinyl 33 RPM albums from assorted genres and
artists dating from the 1960s through 1980s. Shows wear
consistent with age and use.
287 ASSORTED 1950s-1980s VINYL RECORDS
Over three dozen vinyl 33 RPM albums from assorted genres and
artists dating from the 1950s through 1980s. Shows wear
consistent with age and use.
288 ASSORTED 1950s-1970s VINYL RECORDS
Over three dozen vinyl 33 RPM albums from assorted genres and
artists dating from the 1950s through 1970s. Shows wear
consistent with age and use.
289 TWO ANTIQUE R. ATKINSON FOX LITHOGRAPHS
Includes two antique lithographic prints by Robert Atkinson Fox -"Dawn" published by L.E.P. Chicago and "Love's Paradise"
published in 1925 by Borin Chicago. Both mounted under glass in
matching frames measuring 9-1/2" tall x 15" wide. Both appear to
be in very nice overall condition.
290 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN FIGURAL ELEPHANT
CERAMICS
Ten ceramic elephant pieces including candy jars, ashtrays,
cigarette & match holders, toothbrush holder, and more. Most are
marked Made in Japan. From the personal collection of Carole
Bess White, author of several collector's guides. All proceeds from
the sale of this lot benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.
291 ANTIQUE 19th C. 15 STRING ZITHER
Antique 15-string black and brass zither from the Phonoharp
Company circa 1890s. Instrument measures 17" x 9" and comes
with part of its original box and a page of sheet music. Appears to
be in good overall condition.
292 ANTIQUE GERMAN STRADIVARIUS VIOLIN
Antique violin is a copy of Antonius Stradivarius made in Germany.
Instrument measures 23" long. It comes with an unstrung bow, a
few packets of strings, a pitch pipe, and a box of rosin all inside a
felt lined carrying case.
293 ANTIQUE CZECH STRADIVARIUS VIOLIN 1721
Antique violin is a copy of Antonius Stradivarius Cremonesis violin
1721 made in Czechoslovakia. Instrument measures 22" long and
comes with an unstrung bow inside a carrying case. Bow hairline
fracture in the center of the stick.
294 VIEW-MASTER PERSONAL STEREO CAMERA
Circa 1950s 35mm film camera designed to take 3D stereo photos
for viewing in a View-Master. It is marked serial no. 24459 an was
made for Sawyer's Inc. (Portland, OR) by Stereocraft Engineering
Co.
295 TWO VINTAGE POLAROID CAMERAS WITH
ACCESSORIES
Includes a Polaroid model 320 camera, model 210 camera, and
two model 268 Flashguns. Both cameras come in their original

LOT #
case.
296 ASSORTED CAMERAS, LENSES, FILTERS & SLIDE
MOUNTS
Includes Canon t50 with 244t speedlite, 80-200mm lens,
75-200mm lens, Vivitar 100mm lens, Minolta 50mm lens,
Super-Takumar lens, A Schacht Munchen Albinar lens, several
Hoya and Vivitar filters, a wooden box of color Kodak Wratten G
filters (series 7). Several boxes of slide mounts and frames
including Kodak Ready-Mounts, Gepe double glass slide-binders,
Kodak metal binders and others. Also includes Nikon BR-3 adapter
ring, Hoya 30-1/2mm filter, Nikon BR-2 ring, Hoya 55mm +2 filter,
Nikon FM +2 eyepiece, Kalimar 175A auto, and many loose
camera booklets and manuals. The Nikon Nikkor boxes contain
only the plastic dust protectors.
297 ASSORTED ANTIQUE & VINTAGE PICTURE FRAMES
Three antique walnut picture frames measuring 12-1/2" x 15" and
two vintage oak frames measuring 9-1/2" x 11". Shows wear
consistent with age and use.
298 STAINED GLASS BUTTERFLY
Vintage framed stained glass butterfly measures 19" square.
299 VINTAGE CARDBOARD LUGGAGE
Four suitcase style storage boxes in black & white houndstooth.
Each features lift off top, metal reinforced corners, carrying handle,
and woven straps. They measure 9" tall x 25" long x 15" wide.
300 FLEETWOOD TRANSISTOR-SIX GLOBE RADIO
Circa 1962 model NTR-6G globe-shaped transistor radio
manufactured by Fleetwood. It measures 8" tall x 5-3/4" across.
Radio is unrestored, untested and as-found electronically.
301 ARVIN MODEL 840T RADIO
Circa 1958 model 840T manufactured by Arvin, a brand of
Noblitt-Sparks Industries. In a red metal case measuring 5-1/4" tall
x 8-1/2" wide x 3-3/4" deep. Radio is unrestored, untested and
as-found electronically.
302 FOUR VINTAGE RADIOS
Includes a Hallicrafters Continental model 5R42, Granco model
T-160U, Telechron model 8H59 "Musalarm" alarm clock radio, and
a GE model T141 dual speaker radio. The largest measures 6" tall
x 12" wide x 5" deep. Radios are unrestored, untested and
as-found electronically.
303 MOTOROLA PORTABLE RADIO
Circa 1959 model 5P23WB-1 radio manufactured by Motorola.
Measures 9" tall x 10" wide x 3" deep. Radio is unrestored,
untested and as-found electronically.
304 RCA-VICTOR MODEL 87X RADIO
Circa 1937 model 87X table top radio manufactured by
RCA-Victor. Wooden case measures 11" tall x 18" wide x 9" deep.
Radio is unrestored, untested and as-found electronically.
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305 VINTAGE AUDIOTRONICS MODEL 222 RADIO
Circa 1960 model 222 portable radio manufactured by Audiotronics
Corp. It measures 7-1/2" tall x 13" wide x 6-1/2" deep. Radio is
unrestored, untested and as-found electronically.
306 ANTIQUE PUSH BUTTON RADIO
Maker and model are unknown, possibly Detrola. Measures 9" tall x
16-1/2" wide x 6-1/2" deep. As found.
307 ASSORTED VINTAGE FLASHLIGHTS
More than 40 vintage flashlights including miniature, pen lights,
head-lamps, and more.
308 ASSORTED VINTAGE FLASHLIGHTS
Twenty handheld vintage flashlights.
309 MID CENTURY MODERN MAGAZINE RACK
Vintage mid-century modern brass and leather sling magazine rack
or floor storage for accent pillows. Rack measures 19" wide and is
height adjustable.
310 VINTAGE HERCULES WALL VAULT
Safe measures 13-3/4" tall x 17-1/2" wide x 13" deep and comes
with the combination.
311 CARL BRENDERS "ON A MISSION" LIMITED EDITION
PRI
Limited edition wildlife art print was published in 2000 in
celebration of Earth Day. It depicts a river otter in the water and is
hand-signed and numbered 284/1500 lower right by listed artist
Carl Brenders (California, born 1937). Print measures 26" tall x 36"
wide and is unframed.
312 ASSORTED HALLMARK KEEPSAKE TRAIN & CAR
ORNAMENTS
More than 70 Hallmark Keepsake ornaments featuring vintage
trains and cars. Christmas tree decorations come in their original
boxes. They appear to be in very nice overall condition.
313 ASSORTED HO TRAINS & TRACK
Includes 19 HO scale trains and 53 pieces of plastic track. Trains
appear to be in good overall condition.
314 "THOMAS THE TRAIN" WOOD & PLASTIC TOY TRAIN
SET
Includes several pieces to children's wood and plastic toy train sets
-- trains, track, tunnels buildings and more. The bridge measures
15" long. Appears to be in very nice overall condition.
315 ASSORTED DIE CAST CARS & TRUCKS
Fourteen die cast cars and trucks by a variety of manufacturers
include Liberty Classics, Racing Champions, Winross, Greenlight,
Starbucks, Harrods, Majorette, Maisto and others. The Winn Dixie
semi hauler measures 12-1/" long. They appear to be in very nice
overall condition.
316 ASSORTED DIE CAST TOY CARS
More than 30 vintage toy cars by a variety of makers including
Brumm, Maisto, Kinsmart, Kintoy, Welly, Road Signature, Hot

LOT #
Wheels, and others.
317 ASSORTED DIE CAST TOY CARS
More than 70 vintage toy cars by a variety of makers including
Matchbox, Hot Wheels, Ertl, Miasto, Minichamps, Solido, Hallmark,
Johnny Lightning, and others.
318 ASSORTED DIE CAST TOY CARS
More than 85 vintage toy cars by a variety of makers including
Matchbox, Hot Wheels, Johnny Lightning, and others.
319 ASSORTED DIE CAST TOY CARS
More than 80 vintage toy cars by a variety of makers including Hot
Wheels, Norev, Chrysler Group and others.
320 ASSORTED VINTAGE HUBLEY KIDDIE TOYS
Five vintage cast aluminum Hubley Kiddie Toys including #463 fire
truck, #468 fire truck, #492 car hauler, a tractor, and an unmarked
larger fire truck. The vehicle hauler measures 14" long. Shows
wear consistent with age and use.
321 VINTAGE NYLINT MODEL-T ROADSTER
Circa 1960s pressed steel toy car features a rumble seat,
fold-down windshield, and plastic tires with metal hubcaps. It
measures approximately 10" long.
322 ASSORTED MISCELLANEOUS
Includes several vintage metal kitchen utensils, two children's
books, a carousel music box and more.
323 ANTIQUE YOUTH BOOKS & GAMES
Includes a sketch book with geometric drawings, 1915 Palmer
Method primer, October 1933 issue of "American Forests"
magazine, six Little Leather Library books by Shakespeare,
Tiddledy Winks game, and a Flinch game box with playing cards.
324 ANTIQUE MANTEL MIRROR
Antique mantel mirror features a 1" beveled edge and is in a walnut
frame measuring 28" tall x 48" wide.
325 ANTIQUE OAK TELEPHONE
Telephone was manufactured by Kellogg Switchboard & Supply
Co. and features an oak magneto. Case measures approximately
10" tall x 8-1/2" wide.
326 CHERRY WALL HANGING CABINET
Small glass front cherrywood curio display or medicine cabinet
measures 21" tall x 14" wide x 5" deep. Appears to be in very nice
overall condition.
327 PRIMITIVE FOOT STOOL
Antique foot stool features a red painted finish and measures 8" tall
x 15" wide x 7-1/2" deep. Appears to be in very nice overall
condition.
328 ANTIQUE WALTER A WOOD TRACTOR SEAT
Metal tractor seat is marked "Walter A Wood, Hoosick Falls, NY
USA" and measures 17" wide x 16" deep. Shows wear consistent
with age and use.
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329 ANTIQUE METAL TRACTOR SEAT
Antique metal tractor seat measures 14" wide x 13" deep. Shows
wear consistent with age and use.
330 VINTAGE CHAMPION FASTBACK SLED
Vintage Champion Fastback sled measures 50" long x 20" wide x
7" tall. Shows wear consistent with age and use.
331 "KNAVE OF HEARTS" ILLUSTRATED BY MAXFIELD
PARRIS
Circa 1920s spiral bound book of the play "The Knave of Hearts"
written by Louise Saunders with pictures by Maxfield Parrish. It
measures approximately 12-1/2" tall x 11" wide. The spiral binding
is torn approximately 2" from the bottom and the cover shows
significant wear. The interior pages are intact and the book appears
to be complete.
332 VINTAGE BALANCE TOYS
King and Queen sky hook balance toys are hand-wrought in iron
plate and hand-painted in great detail. Both stand approximately
24" tall.
333 ASSORTED CARVED STONE DECORATIVE
COLLECTIBLES
Includes a malachite candlestick and assorted figures made of
onyx, marble, and other stones. Pieces range from 1" to 4-3/4" tall.
334 ASSORTED SOUTHWEST & NATIVE AMERICAN
COLLECTIBLES
Includes vases, bookends, trinket boxes, brass bell, knick-knacks,
and assorted souvenirs from the American southwest. Items range
from 2" to 9" tall.
335 VINTAGE NATIVE AMERICAN POTTERY
Three pieces of signed Native American Indian pottery including
two Sioux (one signed Little Thunder and the other appears to read
Hyrum) as well as a Laguna Pueblo vase signed N. Analla. The
larger vase stands 9-1/2" tall.
336 THREE JON STUART ANDERSON CLAY SCULPTURES
Three polymer clay sculptures created by listed artist Jon Stuart
Anderson. Includes an owl (3" tall), frog, and snake (14" long).
337 ASSORTED VINTAGE DOG FIGURES
Seven porcelain dog figurines featuring Boston Terriers, a bulldog
penny bank, a Shih Tzu, and a boxer. The largest figure stands 8"
tall. They appear to be in very nice overall condition.
338 VINTAGE LEATHER HORSE SCULPTURE
Figure stands 10" tall x 13-1/2" long.
339 ANTIQUE JD KESTNER DOLL 154
Antique German 18" JDK doll is marked "154" with the JDK body
label. She features bisque head and arms with a kid leather body.
Bottom half of legs have detached, but are included. Head is
unchipped and uncracked. Sleep eyes work fine.
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340 VINTAGE CHILDREN'S DISHES
Assorted children's toy dishes including Made in Japan ceramics
and Akro Agate in Delphite blue and green glass. The oval platter
measures 6-1/2" across. From the personal collection of Carole
Bess White, author of several collector's guides. All proceeds from
the sale of this lot benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.
341 ASSORTED BLACK AMERICANA DOLLS
Eight vintage Black Americana dolls, some with original tags, from
Cambina Doll. Dolls range from 10" to 19" tall.
342 ASSORTED BLACK AMERICANA
Black Americana collectibles including a watermelon shaped
basket; pin-back buttons advertising Aunt Jemima Breakfast Club,
Trixie molasses, Caroga cane syrup, Two Coons Axle Grease, and
others; dolls & figurines; embroidered linens; shell souvenir from
New Orleans painted with a Mammy; Darkie toothpaste advertising
fan & other ephemera; and more. The picnic basket measures 10"
tall x 14" long.
343 LIMITED EDITION BLACK AMERICANA SANTA CLAUS
NAF Designs Santa figure from Larch Mt. Country Artisans features
hand-sculpted head, hands, and boots. It is signed & numbered
"NAF #25" and mounted to an oak base. Santa stands 21-1/2" tall.
344 VINTAGE BLACK AMERICANA DOLL
Black folk art doll with the original dress and pantaloons. "Mandy"
is a reproduction of the original that was made by Darren Arnett,
son of Maynard Arnett. It is constructed of wood resin and hand
painted to look like the original. It is a limited edition doll from
Arnett's Country Store. Signed and numbered 2408 of 4000.
Measures 24" from head to foot.
345 ASSORTED VINTAGE BLACK AMERICANA DOLLS &
MORE
Includes a 22" tall Martha doll (152 of 750 made) from Etc Etc Etc,
accessories for Daddy's Long Legs dolls, an air freshener topper
with watermelon, and a doll wearing a Hog Wash feed sack apron.
They appear to be in very nice overall condition.
346 1939 LITTLE BLACK SAMBO'S JUNGLE BAND RECORD
SET
RCA Victor Youth Series two album set was produced in 1939 by
Victor Records. The story of how "Little Black Sambo teaches the
animals of the jungle how to make music" is inside the colorful
illustrated jacket. Told by Paul Wing with orchestra and sound
effects. One of the two 78 RPM records is cracked.
347 ORIGINAL BLACK AMERICANA PASTEL DRAWING
Vintage original pastel drawing on paper is signed by artist
(unknown) and measures 9-1/2" tall x 5" wide.
348 TWO BARBIE HAPPY HOLIDAYS DOLLS
Two Barbie Happy Holidays dolls in their original boxes. The 1997
red box appears to be unopened. The 1998 silver box is opened
and shows wear. Both boxes measure 14" tall x 12" wide x 4" deep.
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349 THREE MADAME ALEXANDER FIRST LADY DOLLS
Includes three Madame Alexander's First Lady Dolls Collection -Bess Truman, Lou Hoover, and Mamie Eisenhower. Boxes each
measure 15" long x 12" wide x 4-1/2" deep. They appear to be in
very nice overall condition.
350 FOSTORIA "AMERICAN" GLASSWARE
Includes three 6" bowls, one 8" bowl, a 12" platter, twelve salad
plates, open sugar bowl, two lids, and an underplate.
351 FOSTORIA "AMERICAN" CANDLEHOLDERS
Includes four double candleholders and a pair of candlesticks.
352 FOSTORIA "AMERICAN" GLASSWARE
Thirteen small serving dishes including bon bons, divided relish
dishes, bowls, and more.
353 FOSTORIA "AMERICAN" GLASSWARE
Seven 4-1/2" wine glasses, seven fruit cocktails, and a cloverleaf
condiment set with two cruets, a pair of salt & pepper shakers, and
under tray.
354 1930S ANCHOR HOCKING "CAMEO" GLASSWARE
Seven pieces of Depression glass in a Hocking's "Cameo" pattern
(sometimes called "Ballerina" or "Dancing Girl"). Includes a vase,
platter, large fruit bowl, luncheon plate, and two 3-part relish dishes
in green plus a clear salad plate with platinum trim.
355 FOSTORIA CANDLEHOLDERS & VASES
Includes two double candle holders & three single candlesticks in
the "Baroque" pattern plus a 7-3/8" candlestick with attached
bobeche (no prisms) & two handled flared vases in a coordinating
plum/feather pattern (#2484).
356 1930s FEDERAL "GEORGIAN LOVEBIRDS"
GLASSWARE
Fifteen pieces of green Depression glass in the "Georgian
Lovebirds" pattern by Federal. Includes five creamers, five open
sugar bowls, cup & saucer, bread & butter plate, a berry bowl, and
a sherbet dish.
357 1930s JEANNETTE "CHERRY BLOSSOM" GLASSWARE
Eight pieces of Depression glass in the "Cherry Blossom" pattern
by Jeannette. Includes four 4 oz. footed tumblers and a handled
tray in green plus three dinner plates in pink.
358 ELEGANT DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE
Five pieces of elegant Depression glass in apricot and yellow.
Includes a candy dish, compote, basket, small tray, and covered jar
with original "Made in Czecho-Slovakia" paper label. The basket
measures 7" to the top of the handle. Tray has a fleabite on one
handle. From the personal collection of Carole Bess White, author
of several collector's guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot
benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.
359 ASSORTED MacBETH-EVANS PETALWARE
Seven Cremax (beige) saucers, nine Monax (white) saucers, nine
Cremax side plates with gold accents, 10" Monax salver plate,
three Monax sherbets, one pink sherbet, and a Monax bread &
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butter plate with gold rim.
360 PRIMITIVE EMBOSSING ROLLING PINS
Twelve wooden rolling pins with embossed designs to decorate
your baking dough. They range from 13" to 15" long.
361 1930s HAZEL ATLAS "FLORENTINE" GLASSWARE
Seven pieces of Depression glass in the "Florentine" pattern by
Hazel Atlas. Includes a platter, two tumblers, two cups, and a fruit
cocktail in green plus a water pitcher in yellow.
362 ELEGANT DEPRESSION ERA WINE GLASSES
Set of 12 wine goblets etched with a fleur de lis, urn, and garland
motif. Each glass measures 6-1/2" tall.
363 ASSORTED VINTAGE HEAD VASES
Three female vanity bust vases ranging in size from 7" to 9-1/2".
The blue woman is chalkware and the other two are porcelain. All
are unmarked. They appear to be in very nice overall condition.
364 RED WING POTTERY VILLAGE GREEN TABLEWARE
Seven pieces of Red Wing Pottery Village Green pieces including
two creamers, two lidded sugar pots, a 6" wide clam shell soap
dish, and two handled pots. Pieces appear to be in very nice
overall condition.
365 HULL LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD COOKIE JAR &
SHAKERS
Three Little Red Riding Hood pieces of mid-century Hull Pottery
(patent design 135889) including a 13" tall cookie jar and pair of
5-1/2" tall shakers. Cookie jar shows small scuffs in the paint, but
otherwise these pieces appear to be in very good overall condition.
366 ASSORTED RED IRONSTONE TRANSFERWARE
Includes an antique large red ironstone water pitcher from J & G
Meakin (13") and a set of six vintage "Old British Castles" dinner
plates from Johnson Brothers (10"). Pieces appear to be in very
nice overall condition.
367 VINTAGE FARMERS ALMANAC MOON DIAL CLOCK
Circa 1970s electric clock and farmer's seasonal seed planting
calendar was designed and manufactured by Mechtronics Corp. in
Stamford, CT. It measures 15-1/4" tall x 10-1/4" wide x 4" deep.
368 ASSORTED GREEN DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE
Twenty pieces of green Depression glass in various patterns. The
stemware measures 8" tall and the square bread plates are 8"
wide. Pieces appear to be in very nice overall condition.
369 ASSORTED ANTIQUE & VINTAGE GLASSWARE
Fifteen pieces of antique and vintage glassware ranging in use
from tabletop serving ware to decorative. Includes a 14" platter, 10"
wide frosted glass fruit bowl, black glass flower frog, salt & pepper
shakers, cruets, sugar & tea packet holders, and more. Pieces
appear to be in good overall condition. From the personal collection
of Carole Bess White, author of several collector's guides. All
proceeds from the sale of this lot benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.
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370 ASSORTED YELLOW DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE
Fifteen pieces of yellow Depression glass in various patterns. The
largest round platter measures 12" in diameter. Pieces appear to
be in very nice overall condition.
371 DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE
Includes a two pairs of candlesticks in yellow, a single clear candle
holder, and a covered box measuring 5" long x 4" wide.
372 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN CERAMIC CALICO ANIMALS
In her collector's guide to Made in Japan ceramics, Carole Bess
White states, "Calico animals are the dots and dashes of Japanese
ceramics. They have white- or clear-glazed bodies with a colorful
assortment of spots and stripes, and often comical expressions."
Fourteen calico animals including pin cushions, ashtrays,
cachepots, cigarette holders, and figurines. Items range from 2" to
3-1/2" tall. From the personal collection of Carole Bess White,
author of several collector's guides. All proceeds from the sale of
this lot benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.
373 MOSSER GLASS JOSH & JENNY DUTCH FIGURES
More than 20 circa 1980s Mosser glass Josh & Jenny Dutch
figurines. Pieces measure 4" tall and are marked with a stamp
imprint. Some retain their original paper labels.
374 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN CERAMIC BOOKENDS
Eight pairs of bookends including dogs, Victorian figures, nautical
and humorous. The largest set measures 6" tall. Most are marked
Made in Japan. Pieces appear to be in very nice overall condition.
From the personal collection of Carole Bess White, author of
several collector's guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot
benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.
375 ASSORTED BELLEEK & LENOX CHINA
Eight pieces of fine porcelain decorative china including four pieces
of Belleek and four pieces of Lenox. Includes vases, candle
holders, and small dishes. The largest Belleek platter measures 8"
in diameter. Pieces appear to be in very nice overall condition.
376 ASSORTED DECORATIVE GLASSWARE
Twelve pieces of vintage decorative glass including a 8" yellow
Czech vase, vases, bowls, small plates, and tealights. Pieces
appear to be in very nice overall condition. From the personal
collection of Carole Bess White, author of several collector's
guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot benefit Portland's Rain
of Glass.
377 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN CERAMIC CREAM & SUGAR
SETS
Five matched cream & sugar sets including duck creamer & sugar
bowl, dog creamer & sugar bowl, orange creamer & sugar shaker
(6" tall), column painted creamer & sugar shaker, and grape vine
inspired cream & sugar shaker. Most are marked Made e in Japan.
Pieces appear to be in very nice overall condition. From the
personal collection of Carole Bess White, author of several
collector's guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot benefit
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Portland's Rain of Glass.
378 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN CERAMIC VASES & MORE
Includes a pink cabbage bowl with English pinching beetle (8"
wide), cricket bowl, two blue vases with birds, duck hunt theme
vase, and an 8" tall blue vase with floral motif. All are marked Made
in Japan. Pieces appear to be in very nice overall condition. From
the personal collection of Carole Bess White, author of several
collector's guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot benefit
Portland's Rain of Glass.
379 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN LUSTERWARE TEA SERVICE
Includes a 6" tall stacked coffee, cream, sugar set, 8-piece set of
teacups with snack plates, six thimble shot glasses, a small coffee
pot and a decorative maritime dish. Pieces appear to be in very
nice overall condition. From the personal collection of Carole Bess
White, author of several collector's guides. All proceeds from the
sale of this lot benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.
380 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN VASES & MINIATURES
More than 20 vintage ceramic vases ranging from 2" to 8-1/2" tall.
Most are marked Made in Japan. Pieces appear to be in very nice
overall condition. From the personal collection of Carole Bess
White, author of several collector's guides. All proceeds from the
sale of this lot benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.
381 ANTIQUE MYOTT "INDIAN TREE" STAFFORDSHIRE
CHINA
Partial set of "Indian Tree" Staffordshire china by Myott, Sons &
Co. Includes 8 luncheon plates, 7 bread & butter plates, 8 fruit
bowls, 5 cereal bowls, 7 cups, 8 saucers, creamer, open sugar
bowl, serving bowl, and a 12" platter. Dishes appear to be in good
overall condition but some chips may be found.
382 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN FIGURAL CERAMICS
Assorted ceramic ashtrays, match holders, place card holders,
cake toppers, and more. Most are marked Made in Japan. Pieces
appear to be in very nice overall condition. From the personal
collection of Carole Bess White, author of several collector's
guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot benefit Portland's Rain
of Glass.
383 ASSORTED GERMAN WOODEN HOLIDAY
DECORATIONS
Hand-painted German wooden decorations for Christmas, Easter,
and other holidays. The Christmas tree angel scene measures 6"
tall. They appear to be in good overall condition.
384 TWO VINTAGE COOKIE JARS
Includes 11-1/2" tall Metlox pottery bear with rubber gasket and
vintage mother doll jar (unmarked). Both appear to be in very nice
overall condition.
385 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN CARD SUIT CERAMICS
Assorted playing card themed ceramics including card suits snack
sets, personal ashtrays, ring dishes, and a lidded vanity box. The
snack sets are 8" wide. Pieces appear to be in very nice overall
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condition. From the personal collection of Carole Bess White,
author of several collector's guides. All proceeds from the sale of
this lot benefit Portland's Rain of Glass.
386 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN CONDIMENT SETS
Four ceramic cruet sets including a 7" tall blue stripe set with honey
jar, 10" wide chrome Mikori Ware, 3-piece oil/vinegar Murayama
set, and a rustic Italian wine theme set marked Japan. Pieces
appear to be in very nice overall condition. From the personal
collection of Carole Bess White, author of several collector's
guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot benefit Portland's Rain
of Glass.
387 VINTAGE MADE IN JAPAN CERAMICS
Includes a card suit snack set (missing one cup), Coney Island
souvenir salt & pepper shakers, 7-piece condiment set, and a pair
of candlesticks.
388 VINTAGE CANDLESTICKS
Includes four double light "Teardrop" candlesticks by New
Martinsville (one is etched with a wheat motif around the base), a
pair of "Caprice" three light cascade candle holders by Cambridge,
and a candle arm with one vase insert.
389 ASSORTED PINK DEPRESSION ERA GLASSWARE
Includes hanging planter, refrigerator dish, sherbet, candy dish,
plate, 3-toed bowl, and a pair of candlesticks. From the personal
collection of Carole Bess White, author of several collector's
guides. All proceeds from the sale of this lot benefit Portland's Rain
of Glass.
390 US GLASS "BUZZ STAR" PUNCH SET
Set includes a large punch bowl on a pedestal base and 26 cups.
The punch bowl stands 14" tall x 13" across (including the base).
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